
00:23:51 Abhishek Singh: ahsingh@tradingview.com 

00:24:17 MJ: Thanks Abihshek, I had a specific question and will email you. 

00:24:52 Eleonore Charrez: Perhaps Abishek could give once a short presentation ? 

00:25:24 Abhishek Singh: https://in.tradingview.com/gopro/?source=footer&feature=pricing 

00:25:30 Danica Cordell-Reeh: MJ please share the answer 

00:25:34 Eleonore Charrez: When is the project of course 3 due ? 

00:26:33 MJ: that gives us an additional week then 

00:27:16 Abhishek Singh: Hi Eleonore, my pleasure. will be happy to do short presentation for 

TradingView 

00:34:27 Maya Bothe: Venus RX will be in December 

00:35:58 MJ: will do Danica 

00:46:50 Barbara Bernales: What’s the significance of the asterisk next to the CS values? 

00:54:19 Maya Bothe: I would call for December 

00:57:12 Ali Alvarado Atias: Venezuela's 1999 rewritten constitution has Saturn in its Asc., 

lived that one personally, not fun. 

01:04:21 Ibrahim Kone: That very interesting because I have Venus Conj Jupiter in Libra and I 

started investing my by buying Silver coins:-) 

01:04:51 Merriman Market Analyst: You and I both, Ibrahim :-)) 

01:06:37 adam childs: venus opposite Jupiter something around then 

01:06:50 adam childs: interesting 

01:11:42 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Wouldn't the trine in 2020 Jup-Plu have been the 240? nit the 

120 trine 

01:13:39 Eleonore Charrez: All you mean all aspects together ? 

01:27:03 Eleonore Charrez: You are most welcome to stay with us in Geneva, if you feel like 

making a trip to Geneva, Ray 

01:29:40 Eleonore Charrez: It's ok, we see it well !!! no need for the pointer ! 

01:32:10 Maya Bothe: can we stay with the market we examined in research I & II ? Or just the 

markets on Ray`s list? 

01:32:45 Maya Bothe: Ah okay, Ray is talking about it now :) 

01:35:36 Danica Cordell-Reeh: End of day values correct 

01:35:52 Eleonore Charrez: both are group works ? 



01:36:04 Irina Erastova: Should we do aspects of planets? 

01:36:08 Martha Geiger: What is the bitcoin spot market- 

01:36:34 Martha Geiger: got it 

01:38:46 Eleonore Charrez: for crude oil : brent ? WTI ? 

01:39:24 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Trading View allows you to draw the 4% (you can choose the %) 

filtered wave 

01:39:42 Merriman Market Analyst: WTI for Crude 

01:39:50 Merriman Market Analyst: Great to know, Pouyan, thank you for sharing 

01:39:55 Merriman Market Analyst: Is that the free version too? 

01:40:06 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Yes 

01:41:07 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: But obviously without the tabulation for Astrology that Ray is 

showing us now :o) 

01:41:49 Martha Geiger: Pouyan, 

01:42:01 Martha Geiger: which program do you use for astrology 

01:42:31 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: I've been using Timing Solutions and Solar Fire 

01:45:41 Martha Geiger: THanks 

01:49:42 adam childs: we have a venus mars conjunction soon 

01:49:56 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, July 13 

01:55:06 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Gianni what are your thoughts on the grains? 

01:55:26 Martha Geiger: Pouyan, are the two programs free? 

01:55:57 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Solar fire is not 

01:57:21 Irina Erastova: If I have a Uranus exalted in  my chart should I take bitcoin for my 

research then? 

01:57:49 Maya Bothe: bullish Wolfe wave in Soybeans ;) 

01:57:52 Ibrahim Kone: What are your thoughts on crude? It is looking like a PT and possibly a 

17months top is forming at the moment with some technical divergeances 

01:58:27 Ibrahim Kone: What are your thoughts of BTC and  ETH ? 

01:58:32 Ali Alvarado Atias: In a case where we have any Cycle due (IE Primary) and we are 

looking for any aspects that repeat in that same orb, but what would you say has more Importance in 

case one of them is missing?, a static linear count (ie 18 week) or a Planetary Aspect that is outside of 

the orb of the linear cycle count? hope that makes sense. 



01:58:35 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Irina like the question. Giani are there signatures in our charts 

that might suggest one market to study over another 

02:02:08 din Uppal: Does the cycles approach work well for any particular stocks (e.g. Apple) 

02:02:49 Maya Bothe: In course 1 Gianni said he does it for single stocks, too 

02:03:32 adam childs: galactic trader has chiron vesta etc could they be worth researching 

02:04:10 adam childs: sun so I should trade gold 

02:04:11 din Uppal: Thanks Maya. Are there any particular stocks that it works more 

accurately. 

02:06:26 Ibrahim Kone: Is that something that we will be looking at at some point in the class 

(natal chart predicament for specific market)? 

02:15:53 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: I've noticed a 15m cycle in Bitcoins, with the low due June/July. 

Do guys see anything similar? 

02:16:48 Maya Bothe: I just looked at the chart pattern in Soybeans. The apex is January 2022. 

So it has a lot of time and room to fall before the bullish breakout. What I like about January 2022 for a 

bullrun in Soybeans is the outlook for the indices to top out in December (inflation rise in January 2022 

again?) 

02:16:53 Ali Alvarado Atias: Thanks Ray/ Gianni 

02:17:54 MJ: Go England!!! Thanks all! 

02:18:19 Eleonore Charrez: Why 5th house ? 

02:21:15 Barbara Bernales: I agree Ray. I have Venus/Jupiter conjunction in my 2h and I’m a 

saver and hate losses. 

02:23:04 Eleonore Charrez: Well they always did…. this is not new, just with the social 

media, less money is needed. in the "old" days the raiders just needed much much more money 

02:25:48 Ibrahim Kone: @Pouyan - I absorbed the same in BTC and divergence to ETH indicate it 

as well that why I was asking would make sense but will see :-) 

02:26:17 Ali Alvarado Atias: Gianni, can you Please re-post the details for the course 3 

research presented by Ray? 

02:26:23 Eleonore Charrez: Thanks ! 

02:27:28 Merriman Market Analyst: Ali here itis 

02:28:09 Rita Perea: Thanks Ray and Gianni! Great to see everyone today! 

02:28:15 shanna forlano: thank you ! 

02:28:15 Daniel Ineichen:Thank you! 

02:28:16 MJ: thanks for party invites 



02:28:17 Ibrahim Kone: Thank you everyone!!! 

02:28:19 huifang boo: Thanks, Ray and Gianni 

02:28:22 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: thank you all 

02:28:27 Ali Alvarado Atias: Thank You All! 

02:28:31 Eleonore Charrez: Many thanks ! Fascinating, though very very though £ 

02:28:33 adam childs: Thank you :-) 

02:28:37 Eleonore Charrez: Ray enjoy Germany 

02:28:38 Barbara Bernales: Thank you 


